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Global Vision Technologies, Inc., (GVT) an I.T. consulting firm in St. Louis, MO, is set to present their
newest software systems at the upcoming Michigan Federation for Children and Families Senior
Management Conference on 9/16 and 9/17.
Visions SYNC helps navigate common data entry traps and streamlines the data entry process for
social workers, saving agencies time and money. FAMCare 5 is a simplified version of GVT's already
popular software package, FAMCare rapid case management software. FAMCare 5 was developed
to help smaller agencies get started with electronic case management. Visions SYNC and FAMCare
5 solve common data entry problems that plague most agencies who are mandated to use state
sponsored software and who are not in control of their own data.
Global Vision Technologies' George Ritacco says, "There is so much redundancy that plague these
larger, state and legacy systems. In addition, so many smaller agencies don't use a system of their
own and have no control over their data. Taking a closer look at the problem – we were able to come
up with a fairly simple and yet powerful solution. The combination of Visions SYNC with FAMCare 5
accomplishes two important things. On one hand, it gives an opportunity for case workers to spend
more quality time with their most vulnerable families who really need their help, instead of being tied
to their computers all day long. On the other hand, it gives agency directors the ability to maintain full
control of their data, while complying with state mandates. We’re very excited about our newest offer
and have already received some very positive reviews."
The mission of the Michigan Federation for Children and Families is to unite private, nonprofit human
service providers, advocates, customers, individuals and funders to influence public policy in support
of children, families and individuals' reaching their full potential; identify, develop and implement
efficient and effective services to Michigan's most vulnerable children and families; and support and
enhance the ability of Michigan's private, nonprofit agencies to provide human services.
Anyone who is attending the conference and is interested in learning more should visit GVT at the
FAMCare exhibit booth.
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